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Brief summary of the LoI
configuration

Figure 4: Schematic layout of the Scattering and Neutrino Detector (SND) and Hidden
Sector Decay Spectrometer (HSDS).

needed to remove the excessive conservatism and to further reduce the required shielding.
Residual dose rates in the target area were evaluated for five years of nominal operation
and 2⇥ 1020 protons on target, showing that the target area is su�ciently shielded. Studies
are underway of air and nitrogen/helium activation occurring inside of the nitrogen/helium
target vessel and the surrounding air. The design of the associated ventilation system shall
guarantee that air release has negligible radiological impact on the public.

From the studies performed during the CDS phase, the radiation to the detector elec-
tronics in ECN3 is expected to be significantly below levels that require special measures.

3.2 SHiP detector

A detailed description of the detector, the design and the detector performance from meas-
urements with prototypes in test beam have been reported in Refs. [2,4,46,41-45,47-76].
Below is a summary of the most relevant features of the SHiP detector.

The SHiP experiment is composed of a dual system of complementary apparatuses, shown
in Fig. 4. The upstream system, the Scattering and Neutrino Detector (SND), is designed
to search for LDM scattering and perform neutrino physics. The downstream system, the
Hidden Sector Decay Search (HSDS) detector is designed to reconstruct the decay vertices of
FIPs, measuring invariant mass and providing particle identification of the decay products
in a nearly zero background-level environment.

The SND detector consists of a LDM/neutrino target with vertexing capability incor-
porated in the form of tungsten plates alternated with emusion films and fast electronic
detector planes. In the CDS design, the target region was magnetised, thus enabling mo-
mentum and charge measurements of muons and charged pions and kaons. The target region
is followed downstream by a muon identification system. The electronic detector planes in
the target region are based on scintillating fibres and have a spatial resolution of 50 µm and
single-plane time resolution of 400 ps. The configuration allows reconstructing the shower
produced by the recoil electron in LDM scattering to determine the initial particle angle
and energy. In addition, the micro-metric accuracy of the nuclear emulsion provides crucial
topological discrimination of LDM interactions against neutrino-induced background events.
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ü Muon shield is made of Normal Conducting 
(NC) magnets
- total length ~25m, shorter than in CDS by 5m
The muon shield was not optimised, but simply
shortened to adapt to ECN3 dimensions while
respecting an acceptable rate of passing muons 

- 154 kHz in the main tracker
- 4 Hz/cm2 in SND

After LoI, an optimisation of the NC muon shield
was completed. Rates reduced down to

- 67 kHz in the main tracker
- 2 Hz/cm2 in SND

ü SND shorter by 3m
ü HSDS spectrometer re-dimensioned for 

ECN3, has the same length as in CDS, but 
located closer to the SHiP target by 8m 
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- Robust NC option of the muon shield at ECN3 confirmed
- SHiP sensitivity is similar to CDS
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New configuration of the muon shield

ü Consider using superconducting (SC) technology to reduce the length of the muon shield 
à hybrid option with 1st section SC and 2nd section NC

ü Optimisation provides numerous solutions with acceptable rates
in SND and the HS tracker
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Hybrid	option	of	the	muon	shield

ü The length of the hybrid option is reduced by 5m compared
to LoI à the SHiP decay volume is closer to the target by
13m compared to CDS design

ü Low rates of passing muons: 12 kHz in the HS tracker,
~1 Hz/cm2 in SND

ü Hybrid option is in FairShip for background evaluation

Final configuration will be 
further optimised including 
more engineering details
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Modified SHiP geometry
(compared to LoI)

Modified SHiP configuration implemented in FairShip as an alternative to the LoI configuration

Figure 4: Overview of the North Area beam lines, targets and beam facilities.

Figure 5: Overview of the BDF/SHiP experimental setup in the SPS TCC8/ECN3 experi-
mental facility.

with the help of an additional quadrupole triplet 100m upstream of the target to produce
a large beam spot of �=35mm on the target. Further studies aim at increasing the beam
spot to >40mm, while keeping the beam tails under control. The final choice will be made
during the TDR phase.

2.3 Production target and target complex

The layout of BDF/SHiP at the end of TCC8 and throughout ECN3 is shown in Figure 5.
The setup consists of the high-density proton target, e↵ectively acting as a beam dump and
absorber, followed by a hadron absorber and a magnetic muon shield immediately down-
stream [81, 82]. The shield deflects the muons produced in the beam dump in order to
reduce the flux in the detector acceptance to an acceptable level. The hadron absorber is
an integral part of the overall shielding that is completely surrounding the target system.
Together they form a compact and free-standing target complex, shown in Figure 9.
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ü Hybrid muon shield

ü New layout of SND
SND is at closer distance and
sees higher flux of neutrinos
à more compact detector
(145 m2 of emulsion, just
three times more than 
at SND@LHC)

ü SBT with reduced thickness
of Liquid Scintillator (20cm)
Good spatial and time
resolution demonstrated 
with prototypes

ü Single PID system, merging
ECAL and Muon detectors

Decay	volume				
+	Surround	

Background	Tagger

Scattering	and
Neutrino	Detector
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Scattering Neutrino Detector (SND)

Figure 17: Schematic layout of the Scattering and Neutrino Detector (SND).

With the muon shield for ECN3 based on a hybrid superconducting/normal conducting
magnet system, the SND detector is located at about 27m and the HSDS detector at about
33.5m from the centre of the target (10.5m and 13.5m closer, respectively, than in the CDS
design). The shorter distance between the target and the detectors allows adapting the
overall footprint of the SND and the aperture of the HSDS spectrometer to ECN3, while
still preserving the signal acceptances for all physics modes, production and scattering/decay
kinematics convolved together ([77] and Section 4). The new SND configuration occupies
about 6m in length, and the aperture of the HSDS detector is reduced from the original 5m
width and 10m height to 4 ⇥ 6m2, consequently reducing also the decay volume and the
particle identification systems in height and width. The lengths of the decay volume and
the HSDS spectrometer remain unchanged.

2.5.1 Scattering and Neutrino Detector

The Scattering and Neutrino Detector (SND) is located immediately downstream of the muon
shield. Figure 17 shows the configuration of the SND, as implemented in the simulation.
It consists of a LDM/neutrino target region followed by a muon spectrometer. The lateral
detector size is driven by the profile of the area in the transverse plane which is cleared from
the bulk of the muon flux (see Figure 15(right)). The neutrino flux and neutrino energy
decreases with larger polar angles. This produces a strong radial dependence of the neutrino
interaction yield, favouring the development of a narrow and long LDM/neutrino target.

The LDM/neutrino target is instrumented with vertexing capability in the form of emul-
sion films and fast electronic tracker planes alternated with tungsten plates. The config-
uration allows reconstructing the shower produced by the recoil electron or nuclei in LDM
scattering. In addition, the micro-metric accuracy of the nuclear emulsion provides crucial
topological discrimination of LDM interactions against neutrino-induced background events.
For the neutrino physics programme, the emulsion technique allows detecting tau leptons and
charmed hadrons by disentangling their production and decay vertices with the help of the

26

from the R&D on the tungsten plates that was performed by the SND@LHC experiment to
select the best product in terms of composition and mechanical specifications.

According to the current estimate of the background flux, the emulsion films must be
replaced a few times a year in order to keep the integrated number of tracks to a level < 106

particles/cm2, and not to degrade the reconstruction performance. The films are analysed
by fully automated optical microscopes [119, 120, 121]. SHiP is aiming at having a su�cient
number of scanning stations to be able to scan each set of ⇠160m2 double-sided emulsion
films in about one month. The scanning speed, measured in terms of film surface per unit
time, has been improved in recent years [122, 123, 124]. The Japanese scanning system
Hyper Track Selector (HTS) has been running at about 5000 cm2 per hour for several years.
For SHiP, this would correspond to an e↵ective scanning time of about one month.

Figure 27: Layout of the SND LDM/neutrino detector target, made of 17 walls interleaved
with 18 target tracker planes.

3.1.2 Target tracker

The baseline option for the SND target tracker system (TT) consists of 18 scintillating fibre
tracker (SciFi) planes. The SciFi technology is well suited to cover large surfaces in a low
track density environment, where ⇠100 µm spatial resolution is required, as demonstrated
by the SND@LHC experiment.

The TT has the role of predicting the location of the neutrino interaction in the emulsion
brick and complementing the emulsion for the calorimetric measurement of electromagnetic
showers. The TT also connects the emulsion track with the muon candidate track identified
by the SND muon spectrometer, thus allowing identification of muon neutrino charge-current
interactions.

The SciFi modules are closely following the design of the modules built for SND@LHC.
The double-cladded polystyrene scintillating fibres from Kuraray (SCSF-78MJ), with a dia-
meter of 250µm, are blue-emitting fibres with a decay time of 2.8 ns. The fibres are arranged
in six densely-packed staggered layers, forming fibre mats of 1.35mm thickness. The readout
consists of the photo-detector (S13552 SiPM multichannel arrays by Hamamatsu) at the end
of the fibre module, a short Kapton flex PCB holding the photo-detector and signal con-
nectors, and the front-end electronics board.
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Figure 58: Left: momentum resolution of charged particles as a function of the momentum
and the number of emulsion films recording the track, npl, as measured through the MCS
in the emulsion brick. Right: momentum resolution of the charged hadronic component of
neutrino DIS interactions as a function of the neutrino energy.

The energy of neutral pions can be evaluated by measuring the energy of the electro-
magnetic showers produced in the two-photon decays. A resolution of about 40% can be
achieved [152].

4.4.3 Tau neutrino detection

The identification of ⌫⌧ and ⌫⌧ interactions requires, as a first step, the detection of both the
neutrino interaction and the ⌧ lepton decay vertices. Two procedures for the event location
and decay search are applied. Neutrino interactions are searched for in the brick within a
fiducial volume excluding the regions within 1mm from the transverse edges of the brick and
within 4mm from the downstream edge of the brick. This results in a geometrical e�ciency
of approximately 90%.

The location search for neutrino interactions consists of reconstructing a vertex and its
three-dimensional position with micrometric accuracy. To identify a neutrino interaction
vertex, the presence of at least two tracks with a momentum above 1GeV/c and a slope
tan ✓ < 1, having an impact parameter lower than 10µm, is required. Tracks having an
impact parameter larger than 10µm from the reconstructed neutrino vertex are considered
as an indication of a secondary vertex.

The first step in the identification of ⌫⌧ candidates is based on purely topological criteria.
Once the primary neutrino interaction vertex has been defined, possible secondary vertices
induced by short-lived particles decays are searched for. This is done by a decay search
procedure: tracks are defined as belonging to a secondary vertex if the kink angle and the
impact parameter of the daughter track with respect to the primary vertex are larger than
20mrad and 10µm, respectively.

The identification of the neutrino flavour is performed through the identification of the
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traversing a magnet of length l, the track has a sagitta s

s =
l
2

8r
=

eBl
2

8p

r being the curvature radius, B the intensity of magnetic field and p the momentum of the
particle. The sagitta is determined by two tracking stations before and behind the magnet,
measuring the track coordinates x1 and x4 and two tracking stations in the middle of the
magnet, measuring the track coordinates x2 and x3 From the track coordinates the sagitta
is obtained as

s =
x2 + x3

2
�

x1 + x4

2
Using the features of the SND muon spectrometer, which has a magnetic field of 1T

over a total length of 3m and a position resolution of 100µm for the tracking stations, a
momentum resolution of better than 10% is obtained for muons in the detector acceptance.

Figure 57: Left: muon momentum distribution at SND, highlighting the portion of the
spectrum measured by the HSDS spectrometer (red) and by the SND muon spectrometer
(blue). Right: measurement of the sagitta in the SND spectrometer, based of the track
coordinates measured in the four tracking stations (x1, x2, x3, x4).

4.4.2 Hadronic energy measurement

The high spatial resolution of the nuclear emulsion allows measuring the momentum of
charged particles through the detection of multiple Coulomb scattering in the passive ma-
terial. The momentum resolution depends on the momentum of the charged particle and
the number of emulsion films recording the track in the brick downstream of the neutrino
interaction vertex [53]. The left plot of Figure 58 shows the momentum resolution as a func-
tion of the momentum p and the number of films npl. A resolution better than 40% can be
achieved for the measurement of the charged hadronic component of neutrino interactions
for neutrino energies up to 60GeV/c, as shown in the right plot of Figure 58.
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ü Neutrino/LDM  W-target instrumented with layers of emulsion 
films à micrometric accuracy is crucial for tau neutrino physics
(detecting tau lepton and charm decay vertices)

ü Target trackers provide time stamping and help reconstructing
em-showers

ü SND muon spectrometer (with the help of main tracker) 
measures the charge and momenta of muons (10% accuracy
with 1T magnetic field over 3m and 100µm position resolution)

ü Momenta of pions and kaons measured using their Multiple
Scattering (MS) in the target (~40% accuracy for Ph < 15 GeV/c) Hadronic	energy	via	MS	technique

High	momenta	muons	by	main	tracker	(~25%)
Low	momenta	muons	by	SND	muon	spectrometer

dE/E
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Surrounding Background Tagger (SBT)

Figure 33: Left: SBT detector prototype equipped with two WOMs in the DESY testbeam
area (fall 2022). Right: measured detection e�ciency as a function of the distance between
the particle beam position (with zero degrees incident angle) at the detector cell and the
upper WOM tube in the detector prototype.

40 Hamamatsu S14160-3050, arranged in eight groups of five SiPMs (see Figure 32). With
the current number of SBT cells, there are in total O(4000) WOMs for the whole SBT.

Beam test measurements in 2017 demonstrated the SBT proof-of-principle with a small-
scale prototype of a WOM-equipped LS cell [133]. Combining two WOM signals, a time
resolution of 1 ns and a homogeneity of the detector response over the detector volume
within 20% were demonstrated. Further beam tests in 2018 - 2022 with prototypes of
120 ⇥ 80 ⇥ 30 cm3 (see Figure 33(left)) achieved a detection e�ciency for charged particles
depositing at least 45MeV (which corresponds to a minimum-ionising particle passing about
30 cm of liquid scintillator) >99.3% for distances between the passing particle and the WOM
up to about 95 cm (see Figure 33(right)).

The time and spatial resolution of the detector cell were determined as well. Figure 34
shows the distributions of the average signal arrival time for the lower and upper WOMs.
The corresponding particle beam positions at the detector cell are indicated by di↵erent
colors for zero degree incidence angle. The standard deviations of the average WOM arrival
times are well below 1 ns. The average between the two WOM signal arrival times varies
within about 2 ns depending on the particle crossing point.

Detailed studies of the reconstruction of the spatial coordinates of the particle intersec-
tion point are ongoing using machine-learning techniques. Taking into account the signal
yields and arrival times of the individual SiPMs in the two WOMs, preliminary results
are very promising, showing a spatial resolution of ⇠(10) cm. Figure 35(right) shows the
residuals of the x-y reconstruction for the two selected particle beam positions shown in
Figure 35(left). The non-zero o↵set seen in the figure results from a left-right ambiguity
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Figure 34: SBT signal arrival time distributions for di↵erent particle crossing points on the
detector cell indicated by di↵erent colors. Left: Selected beam positions (x and y values
quoted in the legend) on the detector box resulting in the largest time variation observed.
Right: signal arrival time for the average of the arrival times at the two WOMs. The
legend quotes the mean of the four di↵erent distributions and the standard deviation of the
distributions.

in the track reconstruction by two WOMs having the same x-coordinate. The ambiguity is
non-trivial to resolve given the loss of correlation between the particle scintillating light and
the WLS light re-emitted in WOM. At SHiP, particles are expected to have mainly non-zero
incidence angle and hence, cross more than one cell, leading to further improvement of the
spatial resolution.

Tests with a liquid scintillator purified by Al2O3 columns, as described in [134], were also
performed. It shows an increase of 20% in light yield compared to the measurements with an
unpurified liquid scintillator. Moreover, the GEANT4-based photon-transport simulations
show that covering the cell walls with acrylic BaSO4-coating is expected to increase the
detected light yield by a factor of about five as compared to stainless steel walls. As a result,
the detection technique is well-suited to achieve 99.9% detection e�ciency over large-area
liquid-scintillator filled cells for energy depositions even below 45MeV.

Further developments and key engineering studies required during the TDR phase in-
clude:

• Prototyping of various WOM/PMMA, geometries, development of the dip-coating
setup and a test stand for the quality control measurements during a large scale
WOM-tube production. Production of O(100) WOM tubes for the performance tests
and quality control of the dip-coating procedure for future mass production. This in-
cludes the WOM production (and their assembly with SiPM arrays) to instrument the
large-scale two-ring detector prototype.

• Definition of the optimal liquid scintillator, comparing di↵erent vendors and qualities
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Figure 35: The root-mean-square distribution of the NN-based reconstructed x-y position
with respect to the true particle beam position for two selected beam positions shown on
the left.

of LAB, and clarification of the necessity of the LAB purification. In case of a need
for purification, design of a large-scale purification facility at CERN. Ageing tests of
all components with respect to 15 years of operation.

• Design and construction of a two-ring vacuum vessel prototype LS-SBT with dimen-
sions corresponding to the decay vessel entrance in order to address all integration-
related aspects. Tests with cosmics and beam will be performed to develop the time
and energy calibration methods, and to emulate the system response to electromagnetic
showers generated upstream of the prototype.

These studies require significant test beam activities during the TDR phase such as:

• 2023 – 2024: Test of a 4-cell prototype at CERN PS with 20 cm LS thickness and
improved inner-wall reflectivity. Test should be repeated after at least six months to
check for possible aging of the coating.

• 2025: Production of the two-ring vacuum vessel prototype, followed by the test beam
exposure.

3.2.4 Spectrometer magnet

The main spectrometer magnet is required to have a physics aperture of 4⇥6m2 and provide
a vertical bending power of about ⇠0.65Tm over the distance between the upstream and
the downstream tracking stations. As the magnet aperture is limited in the horizontal plane
by the region cleared from the beam-induced muon flux, the choice of the horizontal field
orientation is motivated by the shorter field gap.
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ü SBT based on Liquid Scintillator (LS) technology à
provides high veto efficiency at reasonable cost

ü SBT LS cells integrated into the wall structure of
decay vessel

ü Scintillating light is readout by wave-length-shifting
optical modules

Beam test of large scale prototype demonstrated
>99.3% detection efficiency for distances ~95cm
99% efficiency was used in background evaluation

Time	resolution	<	1ns
Spatial	resolution	~10cm

Excellent time and position resolutions demonstrated with prototypes
Have not been used so far à will potentially improve veto performance
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Evaluation of backgrounds
(for hybrid muon shield)

ü Background estimation is based on full GEANT-based MC, FairShip, updated with the complete 
geometry of the ECN3 complex and revised muon shield (hybrid SC/NC option) and detectors. 

ü Critical points in background evaluation: 
- Use PYTHIA6 for muon DIS and GENIE for neutrino interactions
- Generate dedicated samples of charm and beauty hadrons known to produce muons and neutrinos with
kinematics similar to the signal events

- Backgrounds from muon and neutrino DIS are dominated by random combinations of secondaries
but NOT by the V0s

- Use very simple selection for both fully and partially reconstructed events

4 Physics performance

4.1 FIP decay search performance

Given that SHiP is designed as a discovery experiment with the goal of detecting hidden
sector particles in the low invariant mass region, the selection strategy implemented is char-
acterised by a set of broad and loose criteria, outlined in Table 3.

It is crucial to di↵erentiate between fully and partially reconstructed signals. Fully recon-
structed signals are those in which all decay products are entirely reconstructed, exemplified
by N ! ⇡

±
µ
⌥ or A

0
, S ! µµ. Partially reconstructed signals involve cases where some

decay products are not fully reconstructed, as in N ! µµ⌫.

Criterion Requirement

Track momentum > 1.0GeV/c
Track pair distance of closest approach < 1 cm
Track pair vertex position in decay volume > 5 cm from inner wall

> 100 cm from entrance (partially)
Impact parameter w.r.t. target (fully reconstructed) < 10 cm
Impact parameter w.r.t. target (partially reconstructed) < 250 cm

Table 3: Pre-selection criteria used for the background rejection and the sensitivity estimates
in the analysis of FIP decays.

These two signal categories exhibit experimental di↵erences, most notably in terms of
the directionality of the reconstructed vertex towards the target. This characteristics is
illustrated in Figure 48, which presents the impact parameter distributions for both signal
types, as well as for the muon and neutrino-induced backgrounds. The broader impact
parameter distribution of the partially reconstructed signals necessitates the di↵erent cuts
outlined in Table 3.

Even though purely focusing on fully reconstructed signals would have negligible impact
on the sensitivity to the benchmark models, attention was primarily put on the partially
reconstructed modes when studying the selection. This is because partially reconstructed
signals provide a reliable representation of general models with demanding experimental
signatures. In other words, demonstrating that the experiment is e�ciently coping with par-
tially reconstructed signals means that it is capable of handling a wider array of signatures.

Another notable aspect of partially reconstructed signals is their utility in model dif-
ferentiation. Recognising as many decay possibilities of a model as possible is crucial for
distinguishing between models, and subsequently increasing confidence in the event of a dis-
covery. For instance, in the case of HNLs, detecting a small number of events with partially
and fully reconstructed modes would su�ce to distinguish them from other models. This
principle of discrimination, using a small number of events, is not exclusive to HNLs. It can
also be applied to dark photons and dark scalars. This is because their respective branching
ratios to SM particles are determined by a singular parameter: the mixing angle with the
corresponding SM boson. This ability to draw on a limited number of events to discern dif-
ferent entities significantly expands the detection and di↵erentiation capacities of the SHiP
experiment, ensuring a broader and more nuanced exploration of dark sector particles.
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Expected background is <1 event for 6×1020 pot (15 years of operation)
Background source Expected events

Neutrino DIS < 0.1 (fully)/< 0.3(partially)
Muon DIS (factorisation)⇤ < 5⇥ 10�3 (fully) / < 0.2(partially)
Muon combinatorial (1.3± 2.1)⇥ 10�4

Table 4: Expected background for 6⇥1020 PoT, equivalent to 15 years of nominal operation.

but also ensures a broad inclusivity with respect to di↵erent forms of long-lived particle
decays in the fiducial volume. This broad inclusivity safeguards maximum sensitivity in the
FIP searches, without compromising on the possibility of accommodating novel models that
could be proposed in future scenarios.

Underpinning the studies of SHiP’s sensitivity are six benchmark models [175], which have
been calculated to provide a representation of generic FIP models: heavy neutral leptons
(HNLs), dark scalars mixing with the Higgs boson, dark photons, and ALPs coupled to
photons, fermions, or gluons (see also [149] for the description of the phenomenology of these
models used in the calculations). The 90% CL sensitivities for the up-to-date ECN3 design
are showcased in Figure 50. The sensitivities have been computed for NPoT = 6 · 1020, and
using the selection parameters provided in Table 3, with the help of the tool SensCalc [149],
which is based on a semi-analytic method for the calculations of the number of events. The
comparison of the sensitivities obtained using this tool with FairShip simulations for the
models of heavy neutral leptons and dark photons shows an excellent agreement.

Given that, at the lower bound of the sensitivity, the signal yield scales with g
4, where

g is the coupling of feebly interacting particles to the SM particles, and that SHiP operates
as a < 1-event background experiment, the anticipated upper limit for 90% confidence level
(CL) is close to the 3� sensitivity.

Compared to the ECN3 design considered in the LoI [76], the current decay volume and
spectrometer have smaller transverse dimensions (Sspectrometer = 4⇥ 6 m2 vs 4⇥ 8 m2). The
decrease of the transverse size is partially compensated by the smaller distance from the
target to the decay volume (lmin = 33m vs 38m). As a result, for the new configuration, the
decrease in the geometric acceptance, and hence the event yields, is limited by the decrease of
the solid angle covered by the detector ⌦det = S/l

2

min
and does not exceed a factor of 0.8. The

decrease is smaller if the FIPs are predominantly produced in the far-forward direction, such
as dark photons. The shorter distance to the decay volume slightly improves the sensitivity
to short-lived FIPs. Namely, the upper bound of the sensitivity scales as g2

upper
/ l

�1

min
, and

hence the new configuration may probe 1.2 times larger couplings of short-lived FIPs.
Figure 50a shows the sensitivity curve for HNLs, assuming the benchmark ratio between

the three HNL mixing angles to be |Ue|
2 : |Uµ|

2 : |U⌧ |
2 = 1 : 0 : 0. HNL signal events were

generated over a range of masses and mixing parameters, |Ue,µ,⌧ |
2, using the SM electron,

muon, and tau neutrinos as inputs. The main production channels of HNLs above the kaon
threshold are two- and three-body decays of D,B mesons. HNL decays into various final
states, many of each contain at least two charged particles, were modeled using the HNL
branching fractions from [81].

Figure 50b shows the sensitivity to dark scalars mixing with the SM Higgs. The scalars
may be produced by decays of B mesons and sequentially decay into pairs of charged or
neutral particles. For the description of the dark scalar production we consider exclusive

63

Time coincidence Veto

Selection
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Sensitivity to FIPs
(decay signature)

Similar to the CDS sensitivities for the same Npot. But significant increase comes from assuming data 
taking for 15 years. SHiP sensitivity is not limited by backgrounds. Specialized infrastructure, required to collect
6 ×1020 or more, has been studied and is not a limiting factor

SHiP sensitivities to FIPs are orders of magnitude better than the ones for competing projects, including FPF
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Sensitivity to LDM
(scattering signature)

9

ü Evaluation of backgrounds is now completed for the new 
configuration of the SND detector

ü Background is dominated by neutrino elastic and quasi-elastic
scattering, and is slightly smaller than in CDS (230 events)
for the same Npot

⌫e ⌫̄e ⌫µ ⌫̄µ all
Elastic scattering on e

� 52 27 64 42 185
Quasi - elastic scattering - 9 9
Resonant scattering - - -
Deep inelastic scattering - - -
Total 52 36 64 42 194

Table 5: Estimate of the neutrino backgrounds in the search for LDM scattering o↵ electrons
with the SND detector at ECN3, for an integrated proton yield of 2⇥1020 PoT for comparison
with the original proposal at ECN4.

ECN3, was used to produce full simulation and to provide an estimate of the expected
background for 2⇥ 1020 PoT, for comparisonwith the CDS study.

The neutrino background can be suppressed by exploiting the di↵erence in the kinematics.
Following Ref. [44], events with electron energy Ee 2 [1, 5]GeV and electron scattering polar
angle in the lab frame ✓e 2 [10, 30]mrad were selected. The resulting background estimates
for the di↵erent categories of neutrino interactions for 2⇥ 1020 PoT are reported in Table 5.
Background contributions arise exclusively from topologically irreducible sources, i.e. ⌫e(⌫̄e)
elastic and ⌫̄e quasi-elastic scattering (⌫̄e p ! e

+
n).

Setup zto det
m

�x⇥�y
m2

�ztg
m

mdet
t

Atg

Ztg
Nbg

ECN4 38 0.9⇥ 0.75 1. 8 2.53 230
ECN3 25 0.4⇥ 0.4 1. 3 2.5 194

Table 6: Comparison of the relevant parameters of the SND configurations at ECN4 and
ECN3: the distance from the dump to the beginning of the detector, the transverse dimen-
sions of the detector, the e↵ective length of the LDM/neutrino target inside the detector,
the overall detector mass, the mass number/charge ratio of the target, respectively. The last
column shows the expected mean number of neutrino background events for 2 ⇥ 1020 PoT
for comparison with the original proposal at ECN4.

The SND configuration at ECN3 has smaller dimensions and the LDM/neutrino target
is based on tungsten instead of lead. The comparison between the configurations is shown
in Table 6.

With the re-analysed background levels, the ECN3 sensitivity can be obtained from the
ECN4 sensitivity by simple rescaling. In the plane Y �m�, where Y = ✏

2(m�/mV )4↵D with
✏,↵D being the couplings of the dark photon to the SM and � particles to dark photons, the

lower bound of the sensitivity scales as Ymin /

r
Atg

Ztg

z2to det

p
Nbg

mdet
, where the meaning of the

parameters is explained in Table 6. Based on this scaling, the ECN3 sensitivity is increased
by 30% with respect to ECN4, mainly thanks to the three times larger number of the protons
on target. The ECN3 sensitivity for 6⇥ 1020 PoT is shown in Figure 55(left).

Similarly, the sensitivity to millicharged particles can be obtained. However, unlike the
case of the LDM, rescaling is not possible since there is no sensitivity computed for the
configuration at ECN4. Therefore, full signal yield calculations and background analysis are
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Neutrino interaction physics

Huge sample of tau neutrinos can be produced at SPS via Dsà tnt

The expected number of CC DIS in the LDM/neutrino target of the SND detector is reported
in the right column of Table 7, and the corresponding energy spectra in Figure 56(right).

Figure 56: Left: energy spectra of muon (red), electron (blue) and tau (green) neutrinos at
the proton target. Right: energy spectra of neutrinos after their deep inelastic interactions
in the SND LDM/neutrino target. Units are arbitrary.

<E>[ GeV ] Beam dump <E>[ GeV ] CC DIS interactions
N⌫e 6.3 4.1⇥ 1017 63 2.8⇥ 106

N⌫µ 2.6 5.4⇥ 1018 40 8.0⇥ 106

N⌫⌧ 9.0 2.6⇥ 1016 54 8.8⇥ 104

N⌫e 6.6 3.6⇥ 1017 49 5.9⇥ 105

N⌫µ 2.8 3.4⇥ 1018 33 1.8⇥ 106

N⌫⌧ 9.6 2.7⇥ 1016 74 6.1⇥ 104

Table 7: Expected neutrino flux for di↵erent neutrino flavours at the proton target (left)
and charged-current deep-inelastic interactions in the SND (right), assuming 6⇥ 1020 PoT.

4.4.1 Muon identification

The muon identification, momentum, and charge measurement is performed by combining
the response of the SND with the HSDS spectrometer. The left plot of Figure 57 shows the
muon momentum spectrum. The portion that reaches the HSDS spectrometer (⇠ 24%) is
highlighted in red, and corresponds to the high energy and low angle muons. The component
at lower energy and larger angle is detected by measuring the sagitta in the four tracking
stations of the SND muon spectrometer. The overall fraction of muons measured with either
spectrometers amounts to about 75%.

A schematic drawing of the sagitta measurement is shown in Figure 57(right). After
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Uncertainty of nt flux is dominated by accuracy in:
- Ds production cross-section at SPS, currently 10%, 
but NA65 expect to reconstruct ~1000 events soon

- BR(Dsà tnt ) ~3-4% 
- Cascade production of charm in thick target
SHiP plans a dedicated experiment in the near future
to measure J/y and charm production using muons
in targets of variable depths

Plan to reach ≤5% uncertainty in nt flux seems realistic

ü Important tests of SM:
- Lepton Flavour Universality in neutrino interactions (1-3% accuracy in ratios: ne /nµ , ne /nt and nµ /nt )
- Test of F4 (F4≈0) and F5 (F5 = 2xF2) structure functions, 

accessible only with tau neutrinos [C.Albright and C.Jarlskog. NP B84 (1975)]
ü Measurement of neutrino cross-sections up to 100 GeV as an input to neutrino oscillation programme

The expected number of CC DIS in the LDM/neutrino target of the SND detector is reported
in the right column of Table 7, and the corresponding energy spectra in Figure 56(right).
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in the SND LDM/neutrino target. Units are arbitrary.
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Table 7: Expected neutrino flux for di↵erent neutrino flavours at the proton target (left)
and charged-current deep-inelastic interactions in the SND (right), assuming 6⇥ 1020 PoT.

4.4.1 Muon identification

The muon identification, momentum, and charge measurement is performed by combining
the response of the SND with the HSDS spectrometer. The left plot of Figure 57 shows the
muon momentum spectrum. The portion that reaches the HSDS spectrometer (⇠ 24%) is
highlighted in red, and corresponds to the high energy and low angle muons. The component
at lower energy and larger angle is detected by measuring the sagitta in the four tracking
stations of the SND muon spectrometer. The overall fraction of muons measured with either
spectrometers amounts to about 75%.

A schematic drawing of the sagitta measurement is shown in Figure 57(right). After
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Neutrino induced charm production

ü Expect ~6×105 neutrino induced charm hadrons for 6×1020 pot 
à more than an order of magnitude larger than currently available

ü Anti-charmed hadrons are predominantly produced
by anti-strange content of proton (~90%)

ü Understanding of nucleon strangeness is critical for precision tests
of SM at LHC

Figure 2: Left: diagram for charm production in neutrino charged-current interactions.
Right: anti-charm production in antineutrino charged-current interactions.

of an anti-charm quark occurs through the scattering of the neutrino o↵ a d or a s quark,
both being sea quarks. As a result, anti-charm-production selects the anti-strange quark
content of the nucleon. The fraction of ⌫-induced anti-charmed hadrons coming from an
s ! c transition is above 90%.

The precise knowledge of nucleon strangeness is critical for BSM physics at the LHC and
for many precision tests of the SM. Until now, the strange sea quark determination has been
performed by all the PDF groups using the dimuon data collected by the NuTeV/CCFR
collaboration [60]. The current status of the measurement of the proton strangeness (s+ s)
is summarised, including uncertainty bands, in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 59 (Section 4.4),
SHiP can collect large data samples of events from neutrino-induced charm production and
greatly improve the measurement of the strange-quark content up to high x-values.

Figure 3: Current status for the s+ s distribution in the proton [61].
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Large data samples at SHiP will greatly improve
current measurements up to high values of x

Current	status	of	the	proton	
strangeness	(NuTeV/CCFR
data)	at	high	x
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Figure 39: Top panels: number of reconstructed muon neutrino events within detector acceptance with the
SHADOWS NaNu (left), SHIP SND (center) and FASERn2 at the FPF (right) detectors in bins of x and Q2.
To restrict the comparison to the DIS region, Q2 � 3 GeV2 and W 2 � 4 GeV2 are imposed. 15 and 4 years of
data taking are assumed for SHIP SND and SHADOWS NaNu, respectively, and an integrated luminosity
of Lint = 3 ab�1 is assumed for FASERn2. Bottom panels: comparison of the kinematic coverage in the
(x,Q2) plane of SHADOWS NaNu, SHIP SND, and FASERn2@FPF between themselves (left) and on an
enlarged scale to the worldwide context (right). Only bins containing more than 30 events are retained.

study QCD in an otherwise inaccessible regime with x ⇠ 4m2
c/s ⇠ 10�7 where novel phenomena 2412

such as BFKL dynamics [322,323] and gluon saturation [324] are expected, and therefore provide 2413

valuable input for astro-particle physics [325–328] including a direct calibration of the prompt 2414

neutrino flux. 2415

An extension of the LHC neutrino program with significantly increased rates is envisioned 2416

during the HL-LHC in the context of the FPF [164,321], located approximately 620 m downstream 2417

of ATLAS and directly in the LHC’s TeV-energy neutrino beam. Three experiments with neutrino- 2418

detection capabilities are foreseen: FLArE, FASERn2, and AdvSND. The event rates expected at 2419

all three experiments together are shown as blue dashed lines in Figure 38. Notably, the FASERn2 2420

emulsion detector in conjunction with the FASER2 spectrometer will have the capacity to identify 2421

approximately 830 nt and 430 nt separately [312]. The FPF would be able to constrain tau- 2422

neutrino magnetic moments to µnt < 6.6 ⇥ 10�8µB [275], as well as measure the tau-neutrino 2423

cross section and probe LFU at the percent level. The FPF will also be able to constrain the 2424

NC/CC ratio at sub-percent precision and search for sterile-neutrino oscillations [164]. 2425

In order to compare the reach of future CERN neutrino experiments concerning the measure- 2426

ment of DIS inclusive structure functions, the upper panels of Figure 39 display the number of 2427

reconstructed muon neutrino events within detector acceptance at SHADOWS NaNu, SHIP SND, 2428
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11

SHiP sensitivity to PDF for x < 0.35
(already evaluated in 
[Prog.	Phys.	79	(2016)	124201)]
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Possible extensions at BDF 

TauFV

SHiP LArTPC
Irradiation	zones

Preliminary studies of opportunities to extend BDF physics programme:
- TauFV to search for lepton flavour violation and rare decay of tau leptons and D-mesons
- Irradiation stations (nuclear astrophysics and accelerator / material science applications)
- LArTPC to extend search for FIPs using different technology
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BDF as Irradiation Facility

Figure 61: Potential locations identified for irradiation stations around the target complex
of BDF/SHiP.

silicon-based technologies can withstand. Access to the irradiation zone would either be im-
plemented with a pneumatic actuated (”rabbit”) system, or by opening the target assembly
during the year-end technical stops of the accelerator complex.

In addition to the near-target irradiation station, providing the broad range of dose rates
and fluxes for ultra-high dose and ultra-high fluence sample irradiation, a more accessible
zone with a lower radiation level could be constructed for testing electronic components,
boards, and systems. Such a zone would require neutron fluxes (>10MeV) in the 104–108

neutrons/cm2/s range, and would allow qualification of electronic equipment to be operated
in accelerator environments. Ideally, an area of several square metres should be available,
enabling the radiation qualification of bulky systems, such as power converters. With the
increased interest in and need for using commercial o↵-the-shelf electronic components and
systems-on-chip, large-scale irradiation is in principle the only viable solution to ensure
adequate radiation tolerance. Such information apply not only to accelerator applications
but also to ground-level (e.g. automotive applications and high-reliability servers), avionic,
and so-called new space applications. A zone for this purpose could be envisaged at the BDF
target complex (”external” in Figure 61), with a dedicated irradiation bunker on the side of
the target, without perturbing the main physics aim of the facility.

Another possibility - still to be explored in more detail - involve the extraction of a neutron
beam from the target complex, to perform non-destructive activities such as neutron imaging
of radioactive samples [174], or to perform neutron activation measurements, similar to what
it is done at the NEAR area of the n TOF facility [175, 172]. This may also include installing
a dedicated moderator on the production target.

Implemented as subsidiary to the BDF facility, the irradiation stations can not be
operated as a dedicated and independent irradiation facility infrastructure, such as IR-
RAD/CHARM at CERN, but rather as a complementary solution to cover use-cases not
addressed in current CERN irradiation facilities or external ones.The CERN RADNEXT
project is currently evaluating the potentials of an irradiation facility at BDF/SHiP to bet-
ter satisfy the long-term needs for the future large colliders, such as the FCCee and the
FCChh.

89

ü Can be exploited synergetically with SHiP
ü Similar profile of radiation as at spallation neutron sources
ü A flux of ~1013 - 1014 neutrons/cm2/pulse in the proximity of the BDF target ranging from thermal neutrons

up to 100 MeV 
ü Unparalleled mixed field radiation near target ~400 MGy and 1018 1-MeV neq/cm2 per year

- Cross-section important for nuclear astrophysics
- Radiation tolerance test of materials and electronic components at extreme conditions expected at FCC

Two zones:
- Internal: 100-400 MGy / year

adapted for irradiation of
small volumes

- External: Larger zone of O(m2)
with lower radiation level
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Figure 62: Placement of the LArTPC behind the SHiP detector with approximate 3⇥3⇥10
m3 active volume. The sketch represents the space occupied by the cryostat and the main
cryogenic components. In the box, a preliminary engineering analysis of a cryostat design is
shown.

Argon is abundant in the atmosphere, from where it is distilled. Despite being a cryogenic
in liquid state, its maintenance is not sophisticated, as it can be cooled with liquid nitrogen.
Argon can be easily purified to allow electrons from the ionisation following the particle
interaction to drift over long distances. In turn, this allows to instrument uniformly large
volumes/masses of argon.

The critical TPC components are 1) the HV system, in charge of creating stable and
uniform electric field throughout the active volume, 2) the charge readout modules, for
which several technology and geometry (wire, strips, pixels, . . . ) exist and have been tested
in multiple detectors, 3) the photon detector system to record the scintillation light signals,
4) sensitive and low noise electronics for preampfification of the charge signals, and 5) the
data acquisition and triggering system.

For what concerns the infrastructure, the LArTPC requires 1) the cryostat that con-
tains the detector components and the liquid argon, and limits the heat input, and 2) the
cryogenics system in charge of maintaining stable thermodynamic conditions and achieving
su�cient argon purity.

At BDF/SHiP, a LArTPC based on the following configuration could be envisaged. The
space available behind SHiP has a footprint of approximately 6 ⇥ 14 m2 which allows the
installation of a TPC with an active volume up to 3⇥ 3⇥ 10 m3 (about 130 tonnes) and its
cryogenic system. The volume could be split into two TPCs each one with a drift length of
1.5m each, and a drift time of approximately 1ms. Such a layout is shown in Figure 62.
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LAr TPC Detector
(to complement searches for FIPs)

ü LArTPC technology is currently used in
neutrino and DM experiments

ü Large experience at CERN with building
700 t detectors for DUNE

ü Space available behind SHiP would allow the
installation of LArTPC with an active volume
up to 3×3×10 m3 (~130 t) and associated infrastructure

Physics reach:
- Extends SHiP’s physics reach and enables another

sensitive search for Milli Charged Particles
- Striking confirmation of potential FIP discovery using

different technology
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Roadmap

15

ü ~3 years for detector TDRs (approval in 2023 is critical to ensure timely funding)

ü Construction / installation of facility and detector is decoupled from NA operation

ü Availability of test beams challenging

ü Important to start data taking >1 year before LS4
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Cost

16

Production
Item material cost [kCHF]

Muon Shield 11 100
Hadron stopper magnetisation included in facility cost
Muon shield - SC section⇤ 7 000
Muon shield - NC section⇤ 4 100

Scattering and Neutrino Detector 5 300
Emulsion system, inc. facility tooling 2 400
Target tracker 1 500
Muon spectrometer magnet 1 200
Muon detector 200

Hidden Sector Decay Spectrometer 30 300
Decay volume vacuum vessel + caps⇤ 4 700
Spectrometer vacuum vessel⇤ 3 900
Spectrometer magnet⇤ 6 400
Upstream background tagger 200
Surrounding background tagger 4 700
Spectrometer tracker 4 400
Timing detector 700
Particle identification detectors 5 300

Infrastructure 2 000
Online + o✏ine 2 200

Common electronics and online(⇤) 1 200
Computing 1 000

Total 50 900

Table 11: Breakdown of the updated cost of the SHiP detectors and the muon shield in
the hybrid SC/NC option, including infrastructure. The subsystems marked with a * are
considered as part of the common fund.

The uncertainty on the estimate for each sub-components has been estimated from the
level of maturity of the design and from the way in which the cost estimates have been
derived in terms of direct quote from manufacturer, scaling from existing design or quote,
estimate in collaboration with company, estimate in-house, and best estimate. The level of
maturity in the design of the di↵erent subsystems varies.

The free-standing muon shield, the vacuum vessel, and the HSDS spectrometer magnet
are critical common infrastructure items presenting major challenges. In addition, significant
e↵ort is required to determine the final configuration and design strategy for the SC magnet
in the muon shield, and the viability of the SC technology for the spectrometer magnet.
For these reasons, these items are attributed with relatively large uncertainties. A detailed
design is only available for the vacuum vessel.

The SND emulsion target system is a well-known concept from the OPERA experiment.
All additional features required by the SHiP SND detector, including operating and analysing
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ü Cost is dominated by infrastructure and
material cost (upper estimates used
taking into account inflation)

ü Uncertainty in sub-detector costs depends
on the level of maturity

ü Sub-detectors marked with (*) are considered
as part of the Common Fund

ü Staging in detector construction is possible
if needed
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Preliminary status of the collaboration
(will be updated for the SPSC meeting in November)

17

ü All key competencies covered (PID main 
lead is being discussed)

ü CF projects have main lead identified

ü Final sharing of responsibilities to be
discussed with funding agencies after 
approval

ü Significant number of groups from various
countries (including Germany, France,
Italy, Netherlands, Sweden and UK)
expressed interest pending the approval
of the TDR phase
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Summary

ü BDF/SHiP provides a clear opportunity to discover FIPs in the decays of heavy quarks
(or to close this “topic” experimentally). This is complementary to the FIP searches at HL-LHC 
and future e+e- - collider (where FIPs can be searched in boson decays )

See-saw limit is almost
in reach below charm mass

6 ×𝟏𝟎20pot

ü Robust “bread-and-butter” neutrino physics programme, including fundamental tests of SM 
in tau neutrino interactions. Synergy with neutrino programme at LHC
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